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Introduction
Purpose
This Environmental Values Assessment (including analysis of Range of Natural Variation) has
been prepared by Jillene West, RPF of Zimmfor Management Services Ltd. in support of the
Taan Forest Limited Liability Partnership Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) Forest
Management Certification on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (HG).
The assessment has been designed to meet the requirements of the FSC National Forest
Stewardship Standard of Canada FSC-STD-CAN-01-2018 V 1-0 (further referred to as The
Standard) and the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks “Framework for Completing an
Environmental Risk Assessment” (2000).
Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) provides a methodology for considering relationships
between different stress factors and their impacts on specified environmental values. The ERA
approach can help identify those environmental values that may be at risk in a particular situation,
and, conversely, those that are unlikely to be at risk. Resources can then be focused on
monitoring of values that may be at risk and the management of the factors that have most affect
on them, rather than being misallocated to the monitoring of values that are not at risk, or to
potentially costly controls on activities that have no significant environmental impact (T. Synott M.
Wenban-Smith. 2009).

Scope
The risk assessment has been prepared for the Management Unit (MU), as defined in the
current Taan Forest FSC Management Plan.
Land Use Planning processes for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii occurred for over a ten-year
period. The resulting Land Use Objectives Order based on Ecosystem Based Management
principles underwent public review and comment in February 2010 and was brought into force in
December 2010. The Order was amended by the Haida Gwaii Management Council in 2014
and 2017 to support improved implementation of EBM.
In support of the Land Use Planning processes, numerous reports and assessments were
completed by various professionals and technical teams through the Coast Information Team
(North and Central Coast Land Use Plan) and the Haida Gwaii Strategic Land Use Process
Technical Team (Haida Gwaii Land Use Plan).
The intent of this Environmental Values Assessment is to pull together and build on information
from previously completed reports and assessments. The intent is not to duplicate the
information or results recorded within the previously completed reports and assessments, but
rather to extrapolate relative pieces of information in order to better communicate the
relationship between the results of the assessments for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and
the requirements of the Standard, as well as relate the results of the other assessments to the
context to the MU, where differences or deviations may exist. Where new information is
available, results have been updated in this report.
The assessment addresses the Standard requirements included within Criterion 4.5, 5.1.1,
5.3.16.1, 6.2, 6.5, 6.8 and 10.9. In some cases, additional support is included within the HCV
Assessment, the FSC Management Plan and the FSC Monitoring Report.
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In general, the following reports provide key information and are referenced repeatedly
throughout this assessment to form the baseline for meeting the Environmental Values
Assessment requirements of the Standard:
•

Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan Background Report (BC Provincial
Government. 2003); hereafter referred to as the ‘Background Report’

•

Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land
Use Plan (Holt, R. 2005); hereafter referred to the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’

Review & Revision
Qualified Specialist Review
Some components of the Environmental Assessment are required to be reviewed by one or
more qualified specialists and input from the review must be addressed. The review report must
also be made publicly available. Significant changes and updates will also prompt an expert
review.
Revision
This report and the corresponding monitoring needs will be reviewed and updated every five
years at a minimum (the next update is scheduled for 2025). When necessary, portions of the
assessment will be updated more frequently in response to significant changes 1 that may impact
the results of the assessment.

Methodology
Wherever possible and appropriate, this assessment has used the best available information,
criteria and guidance provided within the Standard and consistent with applicable information
sources noted within Indicator 6.1.1 of the Standard. Every effort has been made to use the
most current information available. This assessment was generated using the recently updated
forest cover information from the Timber Supply Review 2019.
Additionally, the following guidance and underlying assumptions were utilized when completing
the Environmental Values assessment:
1) Use of the precautionary approach: As defined within the Standard:
“[the] approach require[s] that when the available information indicates that management
activities pose a threat of severe or irreversible damage to the environment or a threat to
human welfare, The Organization will take explicit and effective measures to prevent the
damage and avoid risks to welfare, even when the scientific information is incomplete or
inconclusive, and when the vulnerability and sensitivity or environmental values are
uncertain” (Pg. 88).
2) The scale and intensity of management activities: values and impacts were assessed
with consideration to the appropriate scale, intensity and risk of Taan’s forest
management activities. Where other external parties have the potential to impact values
within the MU, Taan must make meaningful attempts to work within their sphere of
influence to mitigate those impacts and ensure the environmental values are conserved.

1 Refer to the National Standard, Section 9.1.6 Intent Box (pg. 75) for examples of significant changes.
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Range of Natural Variation (RONV)
Terrestrial Ecosystems
Two of the most common methods for describing the ecosystems of British Columbia are the
Ecoregion Classification system and the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) system.
The Ecoregion Classification system stratifies terrestrial and marine ecosystems into discrete
physiographic and climatic units. The BEC system classifies ecosystems to a finer level of
resolution according to a combination of climate, elevation, soil and associated plant
communities. The BEC system and Ecoregion Classification system are compatible and are
used extensively on the Islands and throughout BC in forest, range and wildlife management
(BC Provincial Government Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan Background
Report. 2003. p27).
The ‘Background Report’ contains the following ecosystem descriptions for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay
Haida Gwaii (more detailed descriptions and discussions are included in the report). A map of
the eco-sections was included within the Timber Supply Review 2019 Data Package Appendix,
and a copy provided within Appendix A, Figure 6.
Table 1: Ecoregion & Eco-sections – HG

Eco-province

Ecoregion

Eco-section
Queen Charlotte
Lowland

Coast and
Mountains

Gwaii Haanas
(Beautiful Island)

Skidegate Plateau
Queen Charlotte Ranges

Eco-section Description
An area of low relief, poor drainage and
extensive muskegs and wetlands in the
north eastern part of the Islands.
A plateau in the lee of the Queen Charlotte
Mountains. Precipitation is somewhat
reduced here.
The very wet, rugged western side of the
Islands

Table 2: Biogeoclimatic Subzones and Variants – HG

BEC Subzone & Variant

% of the Total Landbase

CWH vh2

0.1

CWH vh3

40.3

CWH wh1

48.8

CHW wh2

7.1

MH wh1

2.7

MH whp

1.0

CMA wh

0.1

The BEC zones for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii were updated in May 2014 and include
rescaled and mapped zones for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (among other districts). A
new zone, CWH vh3 was created and a significant portion of the land base previously recorded
as vh2 was shifted into the new vh3 zone (and was included in the last assessment). BEC Zone
representation on the land-base remains relatively unchanged from the Environmental Risk
Assessment 2016 (minor adjustments only).
A map of the BEC zones is provided within Appendix A (Figure 7).
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The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ also goes one step further in describing the ecosystems
of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii; through the use of site series surrogates that have been
developed based on BEC zones, variants and site series through the use of the leading species.
The site series surrogates are recorded in the Environmental Conditions Report within Chapter
4, Table 2, page 4.1-1 (note these do not include the new CWH vh3 BEC zone):
Table 3: Site Series Surrogates (Analysis Units) and Associated BEC variants – HG

Aquatic Ecosystems
Aquatic ecosystems are referenced within this report to provide background context regarding
the degree to which forest management activities can influence these ecosystems (i.e. aquatic
ecosystems are not described in detail).
The ‘Background Report’ contains detailed descriptions of the aquatic ecosystems on Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (watersheds, lakes, wetlands and streams) as well as description of
the ecosystem representation within each Eco-section. Additional descriptions relating to
ecosystems of bogs, fens, marshes, etc. are also provided.
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Natural Disturbance Regimes
Terrestrial Ecosystems
The Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Environment Forest Practices Code (FPC) Biodiversity
Guidebook (1995) defines the Natural Disturbance Types (NDT) for BC by BEC zone. NDT5
Alpine Tundra has not been included as it is generally associated with non-productive forest
land. The Guidebook lists the NDT by BEC zone and does not distinguish by variant.
Knowledge of natural disturbance regimes has increased since the Guidebook was published in
1995 – newer results are discussed in the RONV section below.
Table 4: Natural Disturbance Types – FPC Biodiversity Guidebook

BEC Subzone & Variant

Natural Disturbance
Type

Mean Return Interval
(years)

Stand Replacement
Dynamics

NDT11

250

Gap and small patches

NDT32

100

Medium to large scale

NDT1

250

Gap and small patches

CWH vh2, vh3
CWH wh1, wh2

MH wh1, whp
NDT1
350
Gap and small patches
Rare stand initiating events
2 Infrequent stand-initiating events. Hurricane force winds on parts of the coast, with an average return interval of
100 years. Portions of the CHW vh2 that experience these wind events should be considered to fall under NDT3
1

In relation to Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, Natural Disturbance Regimes are discussed in
detail in the ‘Background Report’ and ‘Environmental Conditions Report’.
The types of natural disturbances that have historically occurred on the Islands include
windthrow, geomorphic disturbances (e.g., landslides), flooding, wildfire, outbreaks of insects
and disease. Fires are rare due to the wet climate and most disturbances are due to wind,
landslides and flooding (BC Provincial Government Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land
Use Plan Background Report. 2003. pp35-36).
The ‘Background Report’ describes mass wasting (debris slides, debris avalanches, debris
flows, debris torrents, bed-rock slumps and slides, and slump earthflows) as the leading cause
of disturbance on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, with focus on the mountainous west coast
region that receive more rainfall. Fire, flooding, windthrow, insects and pathogens play a minor
role.
The ‘Background Report’ also describes the various human caused disturbances, ranging from
historical gardening and single stem harvesting by the Haida Nation and more recent (<100
years) accelerated harvesting and clearing as a result of the forest and mining industries and
human development. Variable retention harvesting may be contributing to increased windthrow
in areas versus the natural conditions, and past practices involving large scale clearcut
harvesting (and associated past road development) have contributed to increases in large scale
landslides/ mass wasting. Introduction of plant and animal species not endemic to the islands
have also occurred over time. Climate change is another aspect that has the potential to
significantly impact ecosystems and natural disturbance regimes. The ‘Background Report’
contains information relating to a climate change study being conducted on the northeast shores
of Graham Island. More recently, climate change research is being conducted related to
SGaahlaan yellow cedar decline (this research is supported by Taan).
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The natural disturbances that have the potential to be influenced by Taan management
activities (e.g., frequency, distribution or severity) are debris slides/ avalanches/ flows,
windthrow, fire and forest health. However, management strategies are in place to mitigate
impacts and are included within the FSP, the Planning SOP and the FSC Management Plan,
with monitoring of impacts includes within the FSC Monitoring Report.
Aquatic Ecosystems
The Natural Disturbance Regimes associated with riparian ecosystems of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay
Haida Gwaii are described in the ‘Background Report’ pages 75-77 (debris flows, windthrow,
bank erosion, flooding, lateral river migration, animal activities and to a less frequent extent,
fire). The report also states that, “in general, riparian areas experience more frequent but lower
intensity disturbances than upland areas” and “the persistence of large woody debris in a
stream channel is of fundamental ecological importance because of its influence on channel
dynamics and the subsequent succession of riparian vegetation”. Human influences on riparian
ecosystems are also detailed in the ‘Background Report’ (pp77-80).

RONV Review
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ describes the Range of Natural Variability for Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and provides further explanation that for the specific ecosystems of
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, the “ranges” are relatively narrow. As a result, the report
uses a single value as a surrogate for RONV that is based on the estimated amount of old forest
present in each ecosystem relating to the 1800s (i.e., pre-settlement) in the Environmental
Conditions Report Chapter 1, Table 2, page 1-14 and 1-15:
Table 5: Estimated Range of Natural Variation
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(refer to Table 2 of the Environmental Conditions Report, page 1-14 to 1-15 for RONV values for
each ecosystem type).
As noted above, the new BEC zone CHWvh3 is listed in the FPC Guidebook for Natural
Disturbance Types as the same as CHW vh2, therefore, it can be assumed that the above
return intervals for vh2 by species would also apply to vh3.
Chapter 2 of the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ also contains a comparison of the amount of
old forest estimated to have been present, based on two scenarios; based on natural
disturbance regimes and based on the ‘backcast’ map to 1800. This table provides a range of
estimated amounts of old forest prior to settlement (Chapter 2, Table 1, page 2-6):
Table 6: Relative Amounts of Old Forest Related to EBM Thresholds

As noted above, the new BEC zone CHWvh3 is listed in the FPC Guidebook for Natural
Disturbance Types as the same as CHW vh2, therefore, it can be assumed the above estimated
old forest and thresholds for vh2 by species would also apply to vh3.
An analysis was completed using the most current mapping information and resulted in the
following representation of each analysis unit on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii:
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Table 7: Site Series Surrogate Representation – HG

Analysis Unit
CWH wh1
Cedar good/ medium
Hemlock good/ medium
Spruce good/ medium
All other site series
surrogates

1

Percent
Representatio
n
25.8

67.9

Stand Description1
Productive cedar-leading sites are relatively rare on the Islands.
Cedar can be a significant component of hemlock and spruce
leading ecosystems. At higher elevations some productive
yellow cedar sites remain.
Lower productivity cedar sites are common on the lowlands of
eastern and northern Graham Island, and on parts of the west
coast. Some yellow-cedar may be mixed with red cedar at low
elevations, especially on the west coast. At higher elevations
yellow-cedar replaces western red cedar
Hemlock is very abundant on the Islands, resulting in many
hemlock-leading stands. Most mature hemlock stands have a
cedar component, and some have a spruce component.
Second-growth stands are often hemlock / spruce mixtures. At
higher elevations mountain hemlock replaces western hemlock.
Spruce does occur as a leading species in mature stands,
particularly in productive alluvial stands and less productive
shoreline ecosystems (primarily medium / poor productivity).
Second growth stands are often spruce dominated.
Pine leading stands are generally low productivity bog forests or
woodlands. Second growth productive pine stands occur in the
old burn on the east coast of Graham Island.

Environmental Conditions Report, Chapter 2, table 2

RONV Results
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ process examined the BEC zones known to occur on
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and further examined mean return intervals and component of
old growth using leading tree species and site productivity as site series surrogates (Table 2,
p1-15) as detailed site series mapping was not available for all of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida
Gwaii.
The detailed analysis specific to Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii presented in the
‘Environmental Conditions Report’ resulted in much longer average return intervals than those
determined for the rest of the province in the FPC Biodiversity Guidebook (the analysis included
review of existing information by a regional Ecologist which resulted in modification to the
estimated return intervals – summarized below):
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Table 8: Natural Disturbance Regimes & RONV in HG-

Site Description
CWH wh1
Cedar high/ medium
Hemlock high/ medium
Spruce high/ medium

Highest
Likely Return
Interval
(years)

Lowest
Likely Return
Interval
(years)

Predicted %
Old Forest
>250 Years1
(RONV)

600

800

66-84

Stand
Dynamics2

Gap
Replacement
AND/ OR

Typical
Disturbance
Size3

1-10 trees
AND/ OR

<1 tree length
Stand
Replacement
All Other Sites
1,500-5,000
5,000-7,000
85-100
(rare, outer
coast)
1 Source Environmental Conditions Report for Haida Gwaii Land Use Plan (Holt, R. 2005), regional expert analysis
results. Results are summarized and grouped by Zimmfor.
2 Source Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan Background Report. 2003; FSC-BC Standard,
Guidance; FPC Biodiversity Guidebook.
3 Environmental Conditions Report for Haida Gwaii Land Use Plan (Holt, R. 2005)
The complete table showing the Site Series Surrogates and estimated return intervals can be
reviewed in the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’, Chapter 1, Table 2, pages 1-14 and 1-15.
Table 9: Summary of Natural Disturbance Regimes & RONV – by Tenure

BEC Zone

CWH wh1

CWH vh2,
CWH wh1,
CWH wh2,
MH wh1,
MH wh2

Site
Description

Taan
(%)

Cedar good/
medium
Hemlock good/
medium
Spruce good/
medium

30.5

All other site
series
surrogates

8.43

Other
(%)

43.7

23.69

Protected
Areas
(%)

25.8

67.9

Likely Return
Interval
(years)

600-800

1,500-7,000

Predicted
% Old
Forest
>250
Years1
(RONV)

Stand
Dynamics

66-84

Gap
Replacement
(1-10 trees)
OR

85-100

Stand
Replacement
(rare, outer
coast), <1 tree
length

BEC representation of site series surrogates across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and
within the specific tenures and protected areas remains as reported in the last assessment.
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Stand Dynamics (Gap Replacement)
Due to the disturbance types described (above), a large majority of the openings created by
natural disturbance are small gaps (≤ ten trees). This small gap pattern of disturbance creates
the characteristic features of coastal temperate rainforests i.e., contiguous tracts of old forest
having very large, very old trees and complex multi-storied stands with patches and layers of
vegetation at various stages of succession (BC Provincial Government Haida Gwaii/ Queen
Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan Background Report. 2003. pp35-36).
The ‘Background Report’ discusses the different disturbance types in more detail (pp 35-40).
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ also reports similar disturbance regimes and gap
replacement stand structure.
The Reports also generalize that stand replacement disturbances do occur very infrequently on
some of the wind exposed areas of the outer coast, resulting in opening sizes that typically are
less than one tree length.

RONV Risk Analysis
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ describes a 70% threshold of natural old forest (refer to
Table 6). In addition, the Land Use Planning support report titled “How Much is Really Enough?
Informing Old Growth Targets with Threshold Science” (Holt, R., Price, K, Kremsater, L. 2007)
concludes that existing targets of maintaining 70% of the natural levels of old forest in any
ecosystem (i.e., 34 – 68% actual old forest) pose a low risk to ecological integrity.
RONV was assessed at the BEC variant level in the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’.
Table 10: RONV Risk Analysis

70%
Threshold

Total
Protected &
Constrained
Haida Gwaii
(%)

Mature + Old
Protected &
Constrained
Haida Gwaii
(%)

46-69%

48.2

39.9

CHW
wh2

33.2

31.2

CWH vh2

39.5

37.8

0.0

85.5

82.4

0.8

50.7

48.3

14.1

MH whp

61.6

55.1

0.7

CMA wh

72.4

69.8

0.0

BEC
Zone

Likely
Return
Interval
(years)

Predicted %
Old Forest
>250 Years
(RONV)

CWH
wh1

600-800

66-84

CWH vh3
MH wh1

1,500-7,000

85-100

59-70

Representation
within the
Management
Unit (%)
30.4
52.1

While a portion of the protected and constrained areas currently include early and mid, the
majority of the protected and constrained areas include mature and old seral stages (refer to the
table above). A more detailed breakdown of protected and constrained areas by seral stage is
also provided within Table 25 and Table 26.
For the CWH wh1, although the current amount of old forest within protected and constrained
areas is 39.9%, the total amount of protected and constrained is 48.2%. Over time, the
remaining portions that are protected and constrained will age into mature and old forest. As a
result, this BEC zone can be determined to be low risk for RONV targets.
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There is no CWH vh2 and very little CWH vh3 located within in the Management Unit.
The remaining CHW wh2 and MH wh1 BEC zones that are present in the Management Unit,
show current levels of protected and constrained at the landscape level (as well as component
of old and mature forest) that are below the RONV 70% threshold noted above.
However, it is important to also note that further constraints under the LUOO are applied at the
stand level to support landscape level biodiversity (e.g., ecosystem representation targets, red
and blue ecosystems, etc.) and supplement the spatialized protected and constrained results
reported above.
The LUOO ecosystem representation targets (Schedule 10) contain targets at the site series
level for each BEC zone and variant based on whether the ecosystems are common (30%
retention) or rare (70% retention), within each Landscape Unit, with a priority for old forest
retention of these ecosystems. Moreover, this contributes to landscape level biodiversity
consistent with RONV but ensuring that the ecosystem representation occurs across the
elevations, site productivity and landscape units.
As a result, through the various future stand level applications of the LUOO that supplement the
spatialized “landscape level reserves/ constraints” such as ecosystem representation (site
series targets), Haida Traditional and Forest Features, Monumental Cedar, and Red and Blue
listed ecosystems, it is anticipated that the overall risk to achieving old forest RONV targets over
the long term are low. The stand level application of the LUOO is added to the spatial mapping
and integrated into subsequent analysis (and has been included within this assessment as well
as the Timber Supply Review 2019, noted in this assessment as Land Use Order Constrained
Areas).
In addition, it is important to note that RONV is based on natural forest ecosystems that
estimates the range of forest conditions that would have existed without human induced
changes such as large scale forest management (with the exception of First Nation cultural
activities). The forest industry in BC provides for a significant level of employment and
provincial revenue to fund social systems such as health care and education. It is therefore
important to factor in the important social aspects of the forest industry and strive to balance the
ecosystem based management principles introduced under the Land Use Order and under the
FSC Standard with the equally important social objectives of the Xaaydaa Haida, the province,
and the local communities. The balance all of the objectives for environment, economic and
social aspects include protecting the environment while at the same time working to maintain a
viable forest industry.
Part of the balancing act will include meeting provincial objectives for timber supply which leads
to harvesting rotations that are significantly more frequent that those under RONV. In addition,
there will be a shift from old growth harvesting to increases in second growth harvesting in order
to attempt to maintain a viable forest industry on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii to account
for the Protected Areas/ Conservancies and the Land Use Order constraints to old growth forest
harvesting.
Another component of the balancing act will include harvest units that are larger in size than the
estimated RONV of single tree to small groups of trees, to maintain viability and operability.
The main silvicultural system utilized in Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii is clearcut with
reserve (even aged management). Under the FSC Monitoring Report, Taan regularly assesses
and reports on the average cutblock size, patch size and stand level retention. The results
demonstrate a relatively small average block size and higher stand level retention under the
LUOO than the rest of the coast (refer to the Monitoring report).
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The Haida Nation and the communities have communicated a strong desire to manage Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii as a single unit rather than as separate forest tenure areas. The Land
Use Oder process and analysis was completed to be consistent with this desire by examining
the entire Island and the values present across the land-base to establish the objectives and
requirements for ensuring long term sustainability of the values. Timber Supply Analysis also
examine the entire Islands and formed the basis for the Allowable Annual Cut determinations for
all of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and the resulting allocations for each tenure holder/ BC
Timber Sales.
It is therefore extremely important to balance the needs of the Haida Nation and the local
communities to maintain the whole Island approach to data analysis with the needs of the FSC
Standard for focussing on the Management Unit in relation to the bigger picture. Moreover, the
Protected Areas/Conservancies and the Land Use Order objectives have been specifically
established to ensure long term viability of old forests and ecosystem representation across
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, while balancing the desire for a viable forest industry in the
remaining portions of the land-base.
Taan also includes several indicators to monitor Landscape Level Biodiversity within the
Monitoring Report, including an overview indicator that reviews vulnerability by Landscape Unit
(assesses amount and distribution of old forest, among other values), ecosystem representation
as well as connectivity, which assesses and considers linkages of reserves from high and low
elevation as well as coast to inland.
It can therefore be concluded that under the current forest management regimes under the
Forest and Range Practices Act and the new Land Use Objectives Order Ecosystem
Representation targets by Landscape Unit at the site series level (i.e., ensuring good
representation of productivity, elevation, distribution across landscape units), that the overall risk
to old forest in relation to the estimated Range of Natural Variation is low (i.e., we can anticipate
more than 70% mature and old forest is protected and constrained for the majority of BEC
zones, with additional non-spatial LUOO constraints applied at the stand level supplement the
spatially constrained areas (e.g., ecosystem representation, bear dens, red and blue
ecosystems, heritage features, etc.).
While the RONV analysis indicates small gap opening is the typical disturbance pattern for
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, best mimicked by variable retention or retention silviculture
systems, development of harvesting and silviculture systems within the FSC Management Plan
have considered the following information from the ‘Background Report:’ “variable retention
harvesting may be contributing to increased windthrow in areas versus the natural conditions,
and past practices involving large scale clearcut harvesting (and associated past road
development) have contributed to increases in large scale landslides/ mass wasting”. At this
time Taan does not conduct variable retention harvesting as an overall management strategy,
but as a result of implementation of the LUOO, some blocks are managed under a retention
silviculture system (even-aged).
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Context of the Management Unit
Conservation Areas Network
The Standard requires identification and protection of sample areas of native ecosystems as
part of a Conservation Area Network, including completion of a gap analysis regarding status on
the landscape.
The Conservation Areas Network is defined as the sum of Protected Areas and designated
Conservation Lands. Forest management activities are not permitted within the designated
conservation lands. The long-term objective noted in the Standard is to move towards legally
protected areas within the Network.
Conservation Areas contribute to landscape level biodiversity and assurance of the
maintenance of long-term habitat for a wide range of species and species communities by
maintaining contiguous blocks of forest that are of natural-disturbance origin.
Protected Areas
A significant portion of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii has been established as protected
areas (48%). The Management Unit (MU) comprises roughly 19% of the landbase of Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii with the remainder allocated to other forest tenure holders/ private
managed forest land, municipalities and private land. A map of the Protected Areas is located
within Appendix A, Figure 8.
Table 11: Protected Areas- HG

Total Area Haida Gwaii (ha)

Total Protected Areas (ha)

1,006,792

479,003 (48%)

Total Land base Management
Unit Area (ha)
193,113 (19%)

Protected Areas – Formerly within the MU
The following protected areas/ conservancies were previously located within the Management
Unit (under the previous owner, Western Forest Products Inc.) and were removed from the MU
upon legal designation (via Forest Act Orders from the Ministry of Forests and Range), prior to
Taan’s purchase of Tree Farm License 60:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yaaguun Suu Conservancy (May 2008), 6.475ha
Tlall Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Daawuuxusda Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Danmaxyaa Conservancy (Dec 2008)
K’uuna Gwaay Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Scaay Taaw Sllwaay K’adjuu Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Yaaguun Gandlaay Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Duu Guusd Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Kamdis Conservancy (Dec 2008)
Kamdis Conservancy (Jan 2010)

The total area removed from the Management Unit TFL 60 (formerly TFL 39 and TLs) was
35,324ha; or 15% (as identified within License Agreement 2010-12-07).
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Land Use Order
The proportion of the Management Unit constrained under Land Use Objectives that can be
spatially analysed (i.e., forest reserves, riparian Type I and Type II, cedar stewardship areas,
ts’aw.was marbled murrelet habitat, stads k’un northern goshawk and st’aw.was northern sawwhet owl habitat) totals 60,336 ha (31%) and is summarized below (sourced from the Taan HCV
Assessment 2020).
Table 12: Protected and LUOO Constrained Areas – HG and MU

Total Area Haida
Gwaii (ha)
1,006,792

Protected Area on
the Haida Gwaii
(ha)

Total
Management Unit
Area (ha)

479,003

193,113

(48%)

(19%)

Area within the
MU,
Unconstrained by
the LUOO
132,755
(69%)

Area within MU
Constrained by LUOO
(ha)
60,336

(31%)

Refer to the Values & Indicators Risk Analysis section for more detailed discussion on the seral
stages and ecosystem representation for the LUOO Constrained Areas within the Management
Unit. The analysis demonstrates that a range of forest and ecosystem types are represented
within the LUOO constrained areas.
The LUOO notes that the Forest Reserves are established to assist in meeting the objectives for
ecological representation and for ts’aw.was marbled murrelet nesting habitat. The LUOO
Background and Intent document also describes that landscape connectivity to other fixed
reserves was considered in the design of the Forest Reserves.
A minor degree of forest management activity is permitted within the forest reserves (5% with
specific conditions applied) and Cedar Stewardship Areas (10% with specific conditions) under
the LUOO to accommodate access, but this is very limited. The TSR 2019 also demonstrates
that there has not been any harvesting within these areas (no reduction to the total area) since
the LUOO came into place. Some relocation of forest reserve area has occurred, as is
permitted in the LUOO.
Table 12 above demonstrates that 31% of the Management Unit contains spatially identified
LUOO constrained areas that meet the criteria to be classed as “Protected Areas” as defined in
the Standard, to meet the criteria for Conservation Area Network. This well exceeds the
Standard minimum of 10%. Therefore, no additional designated Conservation Lands are
required to be designated within the Management Unit to meet the targets.
Each type of LUOO constrained area represents varying size across the landscape, ranging
from landscape level such as forest reserves, cedar stewardship areas and ts’aw.was marbled
murrelet habitat, to a network of narrower bands of riparian buffers to smaller areas for stads
k’un goshawk (200ha) and st’aw.was saw-whet owl nesting areas (10ha plus stand level
retention distributed across the landscape with maximum inter-patch spacing distance of
1,400m within the core nesting area.
Additionally, the Haida House of Assembly (HOA) issued a resolution in 2015 to protect the
Gawu Kuns Siiwaay Mosquito Lake Watershed (Resolution 2015-04), which overlaps the Taan
MU (2,797ha).
A map showing the LUOO constrained areas within the MU is also provided in the Appendix,
Figure 9.
A consolidated map of the Conservation Areas Network, comprised of the Protected Areas and
the LUOO Constrained Areas is located in the Appendix, Figure 10.
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Road Network
The Timber Supply Review 2019 also summarized the road network information for Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (HG TSR Data Package Nov14-2019) and reported the following
(refer to Figure 11 to view the TSR Map of Roads.

Taan also monitors the amount of road by landscape unit as part of the Landscape Level
Biodiversity Indicator within the FSC Monitoring Report. The total amount of road for Taan
tenures reported in the 2019 Monitoring Report is 1,012 kms. Detailed mapping and categories
of roads for the Management Unit is maintained within the GIS.

Carbon Stores
The forests of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii are included within one of the largest carbon
off-set projects in existence, as a joint project between the Coastal First Nations and the
Province of BC in 2009. The Atmospheric Benefit Sharing Agreements give First Nations on the
coast the ownership and right to sell carbon offsets in their Territories 2.
Detailed data compilation and analysis was completed as part of the carbon project, and some
of the reports have been shared with Taan through a Data Sharing Agreement with the Council
of the Haida Nation, CHN (information is confidential).

Riparian Features
Under the LUOO, riparian features are categorized by:
•

Type 1 Fish Habitat; requires two tree length reserve zone.

•

Type 2 Fish Habitat; requires one tree length reserve zone plus 0.5 tree length average
width management zone.

•

forested swamps; >0.25ha requires 1.5 tree length management zone, and

•

active fluvial units (AFU); requires 1.5 tree length average width management zone

Some limited activity is permitted within management zones, provided the specific provisions in
the LUOO are met, which may include approved adaptive management plans in some cases.
For non-fish waterbodies, the Forest and Range Practices Act (FPPR) classifications for
streams, lakes and wetlands apply. Landscape level mapping and data is maintained within the
GIS.
A map of the Riparian Features is provided within Appendix A, Figure 12.

2 https://coastalfirstnations.ca/our-land/carbon-credits/
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Within the Management Unit, the following Type 1 and Type 2 fish habitat is identified (including
LUOO reserves and management zones):
Table 13: Riparian Feature Reserves and Management Zones - MU

Riparian Feature Type

Reserve/ Management Zone Area
within the Management Unit (ha)

Type 1 Lake

1,875

Type 1 Streams

19,642

Type 1 Wetland
Type 2 Stream
Type 2 Wetland
AFUs
Total

216
8,255
21.86
9,303
39,313

Forest Cover
The Timber Supply Review 2019 summarized the forest cover information for Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and for the Taan Management Unit (HG TSR Report Nov14-Final):
Figure 1: Species and Age Class Distribution HG (HG TSR 2019 Report)
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Figure 2: Species and Age Class Distribution – MU (HG TSR 2019 Report)

The Timber Supply Review 2019 also included some detailed maps of forest age, stand height,
volumes, non-forested areas, leading tree species (provided within Appendix A, Figure 13 to
Figure 17).
A map of the leading species within the Management Unit is also provided with Appendix A,
Figure 18.

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Representation
Table 14: Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Representation – by Tenure

BEC Subzone &
Variant

Percent Representation (%)
Taan MU

Other Tenures

Protected Areas

Total

CWH vh2

0.0

100

0.0

100

CWH vh3

0.8

20.7

78.5

100

CWH wh1

30.4

43.0

26.6

100

CHW wh2

52.1

33.8

14.0

100

MH wh1

14.1

39.1

47.5

100

MH whp

0.7

38.4

61.3

100

CMAwh

0.0

27.6

72.4

100
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BEC representation across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and within the specific tenures
and protected areas remains relatively steady from what was reported in the last assessment
(very minor adjustments). Taan has high responsibility for the CWH wh2 which they have more
than 50% of and only 14% in protected areas. Responsibility is also relatively high for CWH
wh1, with a third of the BEC in Taan MU (and less than a third in parks).

Seral Stage Representation
It is important to analyze seral stage representation for all of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii
and not just focus on the Management Unit, as side variations can occur at smaller levels, but
may not be indicative of overall representation on the landscape.
The seral stage classes used in this analysis include: early (age 0-40yrs), mid (age 40-80yrs),
mature (age 80-250yrs) and old (age 250+yrs).
Seral stage representation is described below for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and within
the context of the Management Unit (by tenure), using the total forested area only (i.e., nonforested areas are not included in the percent representation). A map of the seral stage
distribution is provided within Appendix A, Figure 19.
Table 15: Seral Stage Representation – HG

Seral Stage

% of the Forested Land Base

Early

15.1 (+3.1%)

Mid

7.7 (+0.7%)

Mature

36.7 (+2.7%)

Old

40.4 (-6.6%)

Total

100

Since the last Environmental Assessment, there have been some minor changes to the seral
stage distribution (Early increased from 12% to 15.1%, Mid increased from 7% to 7.7%, Mature
increased from 34% to 36.7% and old forest decreased from 47% to 40.4%.
Overall, 77% (-5%) of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii currently exists in the mature and old
growth seral stages. For clarity, the mature class includes 80-250 years and old includes 250+.
The distribution of the seral stages across the tenures and protected areas is shown below.
Table 16: Seral Stage Distribution – By Seral Across HG

Taan MU

Other Tenures

Protected Areas

Total

Seral
Stage

ha

%

Early

40,892

26.2

48,006

30.8

67,169

43.0 (+36)

156,066 100

Mid

34,676

43.4

38,134

47.7

7,174

9.0

79,984 100

Mature

51,698

13.7

98,324

26.0

228,552

60.4

378,574 100

Old

61,088

14.6

138,729

33.2

217,643

52.1

417,460 100
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120.0%
156,066ha

79,985ha

378,574ha

417,460ha

MATURE

OLD

100.0%

80.0%

60.0%

40.0%

20.0%

0.0%
EARLY

MID
Taan %

Other %

Protected %

Figure 3: Seral Stage Representation –HG

This table measures the distribution of each seral stage across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida
Gwaii as a function of the total area of each seral stage. “Other” refers to tenure holders other
than Taan.
With the exception of changes to the representation of early seral, the overall seral stage
distribution did not change significantly across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii from the last
assessment. However, the age class distributions did shift significantly for some age classes,
as a result of the new forest cover completed for the TSR 2019.
The amount of early seral located within protected areas increased significantly (from 7%
[7,881ha] to 43% [67,169ha); (i.e., 43% of the total early seral of Haida Gwaii is in protected
area, but only 13% of protected area is in early seral, see below), based on the new forest cover
inventory (i.e., adjusted forest cover data and not related to any harvesting which is prohibited
or any large scale natural disturbance). Refer to Figure 4 below for the updated age class
distribution (Haida Gwaii Inventory Comparison Report).
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Figure 4: New Forest Cover Age Class Distribution – HG Inventory Comparison Report
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Table 17: Seral Stage Distribution – within each Tenure

Seral Stage

Taan MU
ha

Other Tenures
%

ha

Protected Areas
%

ha

%

Early

40,892

21.7 (-7.3)

48,006

14.9

67,169

12.9 (+10.2%)

Mid

34,676

18.4 (+7.4)

38,134

11.8

7,174

1.4

Mature

51,698

27.4 (+10.4)

98,324

30.4

228,552

43.9

Old

61,088

32.4 (-10.6%)

138,729

42.9

217,643

41.8 (-9.2)

Total
Representation

188,354

100

323,193

100

520,537

100

120.0%
188,354ha

323,193ha

520,537ha

Taan %

Other %

Protected %

100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
EARLY

MID

MATURE

OLD

Figure 5: Seral Stage Distribution – by Tenure

The information above demonstrates that within each tenure, a significant portion of the tenure
area is represented in the mature and old growth seral stages.
Within the Management Unit, the amount of early seral has decreased 7.3% [-8,428ha], mid has
increased 7.4% [+6,966ha], mature has increased 10.4% [+32,420ha] and old seral has
decreased 10.6% [-10,266ha). The new forest inventory that was used in the 2019 Timber
Supply Review shows a significant shift in the forest age class distribution from old to mature
forest, as well as some significant increases in forest cover area as areas previously identified
with no forest inventory data have now been included. Over the last five years, Taan has
harvested on average 420 ha annually, approximately 25% mid seral, 35% mature and 38% old
forest (and 1% early seral, 1% no seral attributed). Total area harvested by Taan in the five
years of mid is 534ha, mature 713ha, and old 804ha.
Adjustments of seral stage mapping for the protected areas is a result of the new forest cover
information.
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The seral stage distribution in other tenures did not change significantly.

Intact Forest Patches
From a biodiversity perspective, intact forest patches are of particular interest, particularly old
and mature forest types.
Analysis was completed within the HCV Assessment (Zimmfor 2020) to assess intact forest
patches >2,000ha within the Management Unit comprised of mature and old seral stage. The
analysis shows that there are 18 patches >2,000ha on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii
(totalling 576,299ha), of which eight patches totalling 95,514ha (+56,866ha since the last
analysis in 2016) are located within the Management Unit. Note that these patches do not
include the two large landscape level intact forests (LLLFs) as those are assessed separately in
the HCV Assessment.
The amount of area located in mature and old patches >2,000ha has increased quite
significantly (+155,430ha) since the last assessment completed in 2016. The Timber Supply
Review 2019 identified a significant shift in the amount of age class 9 (251 yrs +) to age class 8
(141-250 yrs), which is shown in Figure 22. Figure 22 also shows a significant increase in
polygons that previously did not have forest age class inventory that now contain mature forest
cover, which also accounts for the large increase in old and mature forest patches, particularly
within the protected areas/ conservancies.
A map of the intact forest patches can be viewed within Appendix A, Figure 20.
Table 18: Mature & Old Intact Forest Patches >2,000 ha – HG (excluding LLLFs)

Total Patch
Area >2,000 ha
Haida Gwaii
ha
576,299
(+155,430)

Total Patch Area
>2,000 ha within
Protected Areas
ha
%
268,467
(+45,699)

47%
(-6%)

Total Patch Area >2,000 ha
LUOO Constrained

Total Patch Area >2,000 ha
Protected & Constrained

ha

%

ha

%

101,925
(+32,705)

17.7%
(+1.7%)

370,392
(+78,404)

64.3%
(-4.7%)

The remaining 35.7% (205,907ha) of the intact forest patches are located within forest tenures
and not constrained by the LUOO. A more detailed analysis of the Management Unit is below.
Table 19: Mature & Old Intact Forest Patches >2,000ha – MU

Total Patch Area
>2,000 ha Haida
Gwaii
ha
576,299
(+155,430)

Total Patch Area >2,000 ha
within MU (ha) as a
proportion of Haida Gwaii
Large Patches
ha
%
96,513
(+57,865)

17%
(+8%)

Total Patch Area >2,000 ha
within MU (ha) –
Constrained by LUOO as a
Proportion of the MU
ha
%
36,257
(+7,008)

38%
(+23%)

Total Patch Area >2,000 ha
within MU (ha) – THLB as a
Proportion of the MU
ha

%

60,257

62%

64.3% (370,392ha) of the patches >2,000ha of mature and old seral on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay
Haida Gwaii are located within Protected Areas or can be shown to be constrained from
harvesting under the components of the Land Use Order that can be spatially analyzed with
existing information (i.e., forest reserves, cedar stewardship areas, ts’aw.was marbled murrelet
habitat, stads k’un northern goshawk and st’aw.was saw-whet owl habitat). This is consistent
with what was reported in the 2016 Environmental Assessment report, i.e., minor change 4.7%). However, it must be noted that the overall total area of patches >2,000ha increased
(+155,430), as did the total area protected and constrained (+78,404ha [4.7%]).
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This increase accounts for the areas located within protected areas that previously did not
contain forest cover inventory that now contain information and for the most part contain mature
forest.
Note that in 2016, the percentage of patch area constrained as a proportion of the MU was
incorrectly reported as 74% (calculated as a percentage of total patch area instead of total MU
area) and was corrected above (should have been 15%); thus a 23% increase in 2020).

Harvested Areas
The spatial distribution of harvested areas is represented in this assessment as early seral
stages within all of the data tables (which may also include other anthropogenic disturbed
areas), for assessment of impacts of activities on environmental values.
Over the last five years, Taan has harvested 420ha on average annually. This includes a total
of 534ha of mid seral, 713ha of mature and 804ha of old forest over the five-year period.
For areas outside of the Taan MU, harvesting by other tenure holders included an annual
average of 502ha, and a total over the five years of 162ha of mid seral, 985ha of mature and
1,349ha of old forest.

Non-Timber and Timber Forest Resources
The non-timber and timber forest resources that have opportunity to be made available in the
Management Unit with potential to strengthen and diversify the local economy include, but are
not limited to:
•

Recreation opportunities (e.g., recreation sites, trails)

•

Trap Lines

•

Non-Timber Forest Products (e.g., mushrooms and plants/ herbs)

•

Cultural values of cedar bark, western yew

•

Forest Products (e.g., logs, lumber, shake & shingle, cants, etc.).

Refer to the Forest Management plan for more information on opportunities for these resources
from the Management Unit.

Environmental Values Assessment
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ is utilized to form the baseline in meeting the
requirements of the Standard for the completion of an Environmental Values Assessment. The
‘Environmental Conditions Report’ also analyzes the estimated Range of Natural Variation
(RONV) and uses it to establish a base case for the risk assessment for the identified indicators.
However, as the report was prepared prior to the new Land Use Order requirements, analysis of
risk has been re-evaluated using more current information (where available) and utilizing the
risk assessment results from the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ as the base case.
In addition to this risk assessment, Taan maintains a corporate level risk assessment through
their existing management system. The risk assessments include environmental risks and
safety risks and have been prepared in support of the development of operational controls/
procedures to mitigate the identified risks (consistent with management system requirements
under ISO 14001).
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Economic, Environmental & Social Impacts
The Standard requires identification of economic, environmental and social impacts related to
forest management, activities within the Management Unit, as well as development of
management strategies to off-set or reduce the identified impacts. Impacts can be expressed
as positive or negative.
Overall, economic, environmental and social impacts and benefits related to forest management
activities on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii were identified and considered in detail during
the Land Use Planning Process that resulted in the development of the Land Use Order
(LUOO). The LUOO increases the level of protection of the forest resource and the
corresponding forest values/ ecosystem services to an unprecedented level in BC.
Economic, environmental and social impacts and the associated risk are discussed in more
detail below for selected key values and indicator analysis.
A summary of the impacts identified in the various source documents (described above) is
presented below.
Table 20: Economic, Environmental & Social Impacts

Category
Economic
Impacts

Impacts
Local Employment

Manufacturing & Trade

Non-Timber Forest
Products

Reductions to the Timber
Harvesting Land-base
Environmental
Impacts

leaks & spills (petroleum
products & hazardous
materials
fire, landslides, debris
torrents and Avalanches

Environmental Values Assessment (Oct ‘20)

Measures to Reduce or Offset the Impact
Local employment through Taan’s management activities has a positive
impact on the Haida and local communities. Economic benefits include those
through direct and indirect employment, support for local businesses through
individual spending, as well as contributions to municipal, provincial and
federal taxes. In addition, as Taan is owned by the Haida Nation, proceeds
from the business feed directly back to the Haida Nation.
Manufacturing and trade of forest products also has an implact on
employment levels, both directly and indirectly and contributes to local,
regional, national and international markets and economies. Local
employment through Taan’s management activities has a positive impact on
the Haida and local communities. While not processed locally, the Custom
Cut program completed with mills in the lower mainland has contributed locally
economically by providing direct benefit to the Haida People.
Many Haida and locals utilize the forests for varius economic benefits (e.g.,
kaagan daajing mushroon picking, ts’uu cedar bark collection). Taan has
measures in place to address continued access to the management unit for
these types of activities (refer to the Management strategies for non-timber
forest products).
Reductions to the timber harvesting land base as a result of implementation of
the LUP and other values such as species at risk can result in economic
losses to Taan. However these are off-set by the Environmental and Social
benefits related to conservation of Biodiversity, wildlife habitat, etc.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
handling, storage and transportation of petroleum and hazardous materials,
regular maintenance of equipment and machinery, spill response and clean
up. Workers are trained on the SOPs, and their implementation is enforced.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
prevention of environmental incidents, including provisions for terrain stability/
avalanche considerations when developing site level plans as well as
operating procedures relating to weather related shut-down conditions
(rainfall, fire weather, avalanche), emergency response and equipment
requirements. Workers are trained on the SOPs, and their implementation is
enforced.
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Category

Impacts
creation of wastes

water quality, riparian
condition, erosion/
siltation, alteration of
drainage patterns,
sedimentation and
maintenance of old road
systems
soil compaction,
disturbance
alteration of biodiversity,
stand structure and
habitat
smoke emissions (pile
burning)
Social Impacts

noise disturbance
smoke emissions (pile
burning)
forest access (recreation,
hunting, fishing, nontimber forest products)

loss of forests
(particularly old growth)

worker safety
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Measures to Reduce or Offset the Impact
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
general waste management in relation to shop/ maintenance areas.
Of special note are wastes generated from the use of seedling protectors on
the MU, refer to the management strategies within this Management Plan for
detailed description and measures to mitigate. Workers are trained on the
SOPs, and their implementation is enforced.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs.) contain best practices for
management/ prevention of erosion, siltation, sedimentation, alteration of
drainage patterns, as well as an inspection/ maintenance program for old road
network systems and bridge structures.
The Land Use Order also contains objectives and requirements for Watershed
Condition (e.g., Sensitive Watersheds, Upland Streams). Workers are trained
on the SOPs, and their implementation is enforced.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
conservation of soil resources, relating to permanent access limits as well as
soil disturbance limits within the cutblocks. Workers are trained on the SOPs,
and their implementation is enforced.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for stand
level retention requirements including documentation of the stand structure
descriptions to provide for annual monitoring of the types of stands being
retained at the stand level. Workers are trained on the SOPs, and their
implementation is enforced.
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
appropriate weather indices and venting indices (consistent with MoE
guidelines) that must be achieved prior to ignition. Workers are trained on the
SOPs, and their implementation is enforced.
Where Taan receives communications/ complaints relate to noise disturbance,
they will work with the party to address and mitigate the concerns, consistent
with the FSC Consultation requirements.
Where Taan receives communications/ complaints relate to smoke emissions
as a result of pile burning, they will work with the party to address and mitigate
the concerns, consistent with the FSC Consultation requirements.
Public access is maintained on the Management Unit, except for in specific,
limited cases where access must be temporarily prevented for safety or
environmental reasons (e.g., access gates to prevent public from damaging
equipment when operating close to town that are removed following
completion of harvesting, restricted access to community watershed areas,
etc.).
The provisions under the LUOO that are implemented under the new Forest
Stewardship Plan include many landscape and stand level reserve/ retention
requirements (e.g., forest reserves, ecosystem representation targets, fish
habitat, sensitive watersheds, etc.) that reduce impacts of loss of forest across
the landscape. In addition, Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii maintains an
unprecedented portion of landscape within protected areas/ parks (approx.
50% of the islands).
Standard Operating Procedures (e.g., SOPs) contain best practices for
ensuring worker safety, consistent with legal requirements. Taan is also
SAFE certified and requires all contractors working on the Management Unit
to be SAFE certified. Workers are trained on the SOPs, and their
implementation is enforced.
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Category

Impacts
local employment,
access to wood fiber

Measures to Reduce or Offset the Impact
Per the FSC Management Plan (as well as corporate objectives for Taan
Forest), we are committed to promoting local employment wherever possible
and where capacity/ experience of local workers meets the needs of the
organisation.

Some impacts of forest management can be assessed as a cost or a benefit, dependent on the
success level of the aspect. For example, employment can be viewed as a positive or negative
impact, depending on the evaluation criteria and the results (e.g., when assessing whether
employment is focused on the local communities, results of low levels of local employment can
contribute to a “negative impact” of forest management whereas if local employment is at
acceptable or target levels, then it can be a positive impact that off-sets other related
environmental and social costs of forest management). Worker safety can be a negative impact
if accident frequencies are high but can be a positive impact if while providing employment if
accident rates are low as a result of the successful implementation of safety management
systems.
Economic, social and environmental impacts have the potential to be offset by the benefits of
forest management such as employment and revenue, capital investment, revenue for the
provincial government as a result of taxes and stumpage and other fees related to tenure
management as well as expenditures in the local economy such as retail, grocers, restaurants,
etc.
Therefore, in order to assess whether particular aspects of forest management are resulting in a
cost versus a benefit to the local community and/ or forest workers, indicators, benchmarks and
targets have been established to assess levels of economic, environmental and social impacts
over time within the FSC Monitoring Annual Report.
In the event that additional impacts are identified as a result of the FSC Engagement Process,
they will be added to the objectives and indicators, as appropriate.

Ecosystem Services
The Standard defines Ecosystem Services as:
The benefits people obtain from ecosystems*. These include:
•
•
•
•

provisioning services, such as food, forest products and water;
regulating services, such as regulation of floods, drought, land degradation, air quality,
climate and disease;
supporting services, such as soil formation and nutrient cycling; and
cultural services and cultural values, such as recreational, spiritual, religious and other
non-material benefits.

The Convention on Biological Diversity also describes ecosystem services in more detail
(terrestrial and aquatic) according to four categories (Convention on Biological Diversity/ UNEP.
2010):
•

provisioning services - the supply of goods of direct benefit to people, and often with a clear
monetary value, such as timber from forests, medicinal plants, and fish from the oceans,
rivers and lakes;
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•

regulating services - the range of functions carried out by ecosystems which are often of
great value but generally not given a monetary value in conventional markets. They include
regulation of climate through the storing of carbon and control of local rainfall, the removal of
pollutants by filtering the air and water, and protection from disasters such as landslides and
coastal storms;

•

supporting services - not of direct benefit to people but essential to the functioning of
ecosystems and therefore indirectly responsible for all other services. Examples are the
formation of soils and the processes of plant growth; and

•

cultural services - not providing direct material benefits, but contributing to wider needs and
desires of society, and therefore to people’s willingness to pay for conservation. They
include the spiritual value attached to particular ecosystems such as sacred groves, and the
aesthetic beauty of landscapes or coastal formations that attract tourists.

The Convention on Biodiversity further defines ecosystem services to include the following,
which have the potential to strengthen and diversify the local economy*:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

moderate weather extremes and their
impacts (e.g., drought, floods, etc.)
mitigate climate change
absorb and store CO2

•

protect water channels and shores from
erosion
regulate disease carrying organisms
provide ingredients for pharmaceutical,
biochemical and industrial products*
source of energy and biomass fuels*
decompose waste and detoxify pollution
generate, maintain and review soil fertility
(nutrient cycling)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

pollinate crops and plants and disperse
seed
control agricultural pests and disease*
produce food (crops, wild food and
spices, seafood, etc.)*
produce wood and fibre*
produce oxygen, purify air and water
give cultural, intellectual, artistic and
spiritual inspiration*
allow recreation (e.g., ecotourism)*
hold the answers to scientific questions
hold the cure to diseases

All of the above listed ecosystem services are relevant to the Management Unit. Where input is
received from the Haida Nation, local communities, stakeholders, or the public regarding
identification of additional ecosystem services, they will be incorporated into subsequent
updates to the Environmental Values Assessment (none have been received to date).
To evaluate and describe the existing and potential impacts of forest management activities on
ecosystem services, both coarse filter and fine filter values and indicators have been selected to
provide measurable and identifiable means to assess the impacts for forest management
activities on the ecosystem services.
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Environmental Values Risk Analysis
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ describes the course filter and fine filter indicators,
relative base case scenarios for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and the criteria used in the
selection process (page 1-3) for the selected indicators used to assess overall environmental
condition in the Land Use Planning process. Chapter 1, Table 1 (page 1-5) lists all the
indicators and the applicable rationale for each. Detailed discussions of each indicator are
reported in Chapter 2, Results. The details discussed include: relevance, background
information, ecological baseline, current condition; predicted future condition based on current
management regimes, trends summary, and primary information sources. The report also
identifies and characterizes the key environmental pressures on ecosystem processes and
considers data availability.
The Indicators that were selected for the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ are all determined
to be relevant to the context of the Management Unit.
The Old Forests Indicator serves as a general course filter surrogate for analysing biodiversity
(e.g., age class distribution, forest type distribution and ecosystem representation).
Other more specific indicators were selected for the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ to
represent some of the key species of concern and watershed processes where additional
measures over and above the course filter management of old forest was deemed required for
the particular indicator/ species.
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ analyzes the risks for the selected indicators based on
the existing management regimes prior to 2005, under the Forest & Range Practices Act (& the
Forest Practices Code).
Due to the implementation of the Haida Gwaii Land Use Order (Ecosystem Based
Management), and the establishment of Protected Areas (Haida Heritage Sites)/
Conservancies, risk levels are significantly reduced under current management regimes. The
level of risk has therefore been re-evaluated (below) based on current management regimes
under the Land Use Order and are intended to supplement the results of the ‘Environmental
Conditions Report’. The selected indicators and resulting risk result are summarized below
(Table 21).
Indicators & Risk Results Summary
Table 21: Indicators & Risk Results

Value/
Indicator

Risk Result

Old Forest
(forest type &
age class)

Not Significant

Wildlife Trees
& Coarse
Woody Debris

Not Significant

Plant Species/
Communities/
Bryophytes

Not Significant –
Forest Management

Environmental Values Assessment (Oct ‘20)

Rationale
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Forest Reserves, Cedar Stewardship Areas, Riparian,
Ecological Representation Targets & Intact Forest >2,000 ha
Taan FSC Monitoring Plan & Annual Report
LUOO Cultural, Riparian, Wildlife & Biodiversity
Forest Act Utilization Standards
FRPA CWD Minimum Targets
Taan FSC Monitoring Plan & Annual Report
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Forest Reserves, Cedar Stewardship Areas, Riparian,
Ecological Representation Targets
LUOO Cultural, Riparian, Wildlife & Biodiversity
Taan FSC Monitoring Plan & Annual Report
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Value/
Indicator
Watershed
Condition &
Hydro-riparian
Ecosystems

Risk Result
Not Significant

Cedar

Not Significant –
Forest Management

Marbled
Murrelet

Not Significant

Northern
Goshawk

Not Significant

Seabird
Colonies

Not Significant

Black Bear

Not Significant

Fish

Not Significant

Non-Native
Species

Not Significant

Additional
Species of
Management
Concern –
Saw-whet Owl
& Great Blue
Heron

Not Significant

Rationale
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Sensitive Watersheds, Forest Reserves, Cedar Stewardship
Areas, Riparian, Ecological Representation Targets
LUOO Riparian, Cultural, Wildlife & Biodiversity
LUOO Cultural: Cedar Stewardship Areas, Cultural Feature
Identification, Traditional Heritage Features, Traditional Forest
Features, Western Red Cedar and Cypress Retention, Western Yew
Retention, CMTs and Monumental Cedar.
FRPA Cultural Heritage Resources objectives, Regeneration
Objectives
Timber Supply Review/ AAC Partitions
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Forest Reserves, Cedar Stewardship Areas, MAMU Nesting
Habitat, Ecological Representation Targets
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Forest Reserves, Cedar Stewardship Areas, Ecological
Representation Targets, Northern Goshawk Habitat
Existing Protected Areas
IBA Canada “Important Bird Areas”
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Cultural, Riparian, Wildlife and Biodiversity and Black Bear
Dens
FSP and Planning SOP
Existing Protected Areas
LUOO Type 1 Fish Habitat, Type 2 Fish Habitat, Upland Streams,
Active Fluvial Habitats, Sensitive Watersheds and Forested Swamps
(Non-Native species as they relate to forest management activities
only)
FRPA – Objectives for Regeneration and Measures for Invasive Plants

LUOO Great Blue Heron and Northern Saw-whet Owl

Land Use Order Constraints
The proportion of the Management Unit constrained under Land Use Objectives that can be
spatially analysed (i.e., forest reserves, riparian Type I and Type II, cedar stewardship areas,
ts’aw.was marbled murrelet habitat, stads k’un northern goshawk and st’aw.was northern sawwhet owl habitat) totals 60,336 ha (31%) and is summarized below (sourced from the Taan HCV
Assessment 2020 and also displayed within Table 12). A map of the LUOO Constrained Areas
can be viewed within Appendix A, Figure 9.
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Table 22: Protected and LUOO Constrained Areas – HG

Total Area Haida
Gwaii (ha)

Protected Area on
the Haida Gwaii
(ha)

Total
Management Unit
Area (ha)

479,003

193,113

1,006,792

(48%)

(19%)

Area within the
MU,
Unconstrained by
the LUOO
137,755
(69%)

Area within MU
Constrained by LUOO
(ha)
60,336

(31%)

Further analysis was completed to assess the Biogeoclimatic Representation and Seral Stage
distribution of Protected and LUOO constrained areas in relation to Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida
Gwaii and the Management Unit:
Table 23: BEC – Protected & LUOO Constrained1 – HG

BEC Subzone & Variant

1

Protected Areas %

LUOO Constrained
%

Total Protected &
Constrained %

CWH vh2

0.0

39.5

39.5

CWH vh3

78.5

7.0

85.5

CWH wh1

26.6

21.6

48.2

CWH wh2

14.0

19.2

33.2

MH wh1

47.5

3.3

50.7

MH whp

61.3

0.4

61.6

CMA wh

72.4

0.0

72.4

Percent representation is calculated using the total forested area, non-forested areas have been removed.

The analysis shows that a significant portion of the CWH vh3, CHW wh1, MH wh1, MH whp and
the CMA wh are represented in protected areas and LUOO constrained areas. CWH vh2 and
the CWH wh2 are represented to a lesser degree, but still contain 33-40% of their
representation in protected areas and LUOO constrained areas. There were no significant
changes from the areas reported in the 2016 Environmental Assessment (minor adjustments).
Table 24: BEC – Protected & LUOO Constrained1 – Management Unit

BEC Subzone & Variant

1

Total Protected &
Constrained Haida
Gwaii%

LUOO Constrained in the MU (%)
% Representation of HG

% Representation of MU

CWH vh2

39.5

0

0

CWH vh3

85.5

0.2

26.7

CWH wh1

48.2

12.8

34.7

CHW wh2

33.2

1.7 (-10.3)

23.0

MH wh1

50.7

1.0

6.8 (-8.2)

MH whp

62.6

0

0

CMA wh

72.4

0

0

Percent representation is calculated using the total forested area, non-forested areas have been removed.
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The information presented above remained relatively stable from what was reported in the 2016
Environmental Assessment, with the exception of the representation of CWH wh1 LUOO
Constrained across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (from 12% to 1.7%) and the
representation of MH wh1 LUOO Constrained within the Management Unit (from 15% to 6.8%).
A review of the changes reported under Table 23 confirm that the total percentage of protected
and constrained for all BEC units did not change significantly, thus confirming that the changes
noted in the Table above, must be related to mapping changes within the Management Unit and
adjustments to BEC boundaries (i.e., the adjustments reflect changes to the BEC representation
rather than the amount of LUOO constrained areas).
Under the Land Use Order, the proportion of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii located in
protected areas and LUOO constrained areas is 63.8% (665,690 ha ), which increased 0.8%
(84,215ha) from the last assessment in 2016 and includes a significant portion of mature and
old growth (68.4% of the mature forests and 71.9% of the existing old forest), refer to the table
below for details.
Table 25: Seral State Representation – Protected & LUOO Constrained1 – HG

Protected Areas

Seral Stage

ha

1

Total Protected &
Constrained

LUOO Constrained

%

ha

%

ha

%

Early

67,169

43.0 (+36)

14,443

9.3 (-7.7)

81,611

52.3 (+28.3)

Mid

7,174

9.0

17,913

22.4

25,087

31.4

Mature

228,552

60.4

30,358

8.0

258,910

68.4

Old

217,643

52.1

82,438

19.7

300,081

71.9

Percent representation is calculated using the total forested area, non-forested areas have been removed.

As discussed above, updated forest cover information has resulted in a significant increase to
the amount of early seral stage located within protected areas).
Table 26: Seral State Representation – Protected & LUOO Constrained1 – MU

Seral Stage

Total Protected &
Constrained Haida Gwaii
ha

1

%

LUOO Constrained in the MU
Representation of HG
ha

%

Representation of MU
ha

%

Early

81,611

52.3 (+28.3)

6,747

4.3 (-2.7)

6,747

16.5

Mid

25,087

31.4

9,594

12.0

9,594

Mature

25,810

68.4

13,453

3.6

13,453

Old

300,081

71.9

30,047

7.2

30,047

27.7
26.0
(+4.0)
49.2

Percent representation is calculated using the total forested area, non-forested areas have been removed.

To further explain the Table above, using old seral as an example, there are 30,047ha of old
seral constrained under the LUOO within the Management Unit. This represents 7.2% of the
old seral across Haida Gwaii, and 49.2% of the old seral within the Management Unit.
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In addition to the spatially constrained areas, several other requirements under the Land Use
Order will supplement the analysis and data discussed above for the Land Use Order
Constraints that are spatially defined (e.g., ecosystem representation, red and blue listed
ecosystems, monumental cedar, Traditional Heritage Features, Traditional Forest Features,
nests of HlGuu heron, stads k’un northern goshawk, and st’aw.was saw-whet owl, taan bear
dens, etc.). These features are identified and mapped at the site level, as they are identified
during site level planning.
Further, the Land Use Order constraint for ecosystem representation targets (Schedule 10)
require a minimum of 194,815ha to be reserved from harvest across the operable land base in
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii (targets for ecosystems that are located within protected
areas are not included in this total, per the information provided in Schedule 10). These targets
will be overlapped with other constrained areas mentioned above and reported under Table 22,
but are provided to highlight the significant level of protection on the harvesting land base under
the Land Use Order. These targets have been allocated amongst the tenure holders under the
FSP and accompanying agreements based on spatial representation (area-based licenses) and/
or allowable annual cut volumes (for the Timber Supply Area). The targets are established for
each Landscape Unit by site series, thus ensuring good representation of ecosystems,
productivity ranges, elevation ranges across the landscape. This leads to a higher level of
protection for ecosystem representation as compared to RONV, which is based on BEC
variants.
The FSC Monitoring Report includes an indicator to track the implementation of the LUOO as it
is related to constraints that are not spatialized as part of the LUOO but are implemented and
spatialized at the stand level. Since 2012, the results show an additional 1,965ha (+1,135) of
LUOO constrained areas established at the stand level.
Additional portions of the Management Unit are currently mapped as in-operable based on
terrain and access constraints based on existing harvesting techniques and methods. The inoperable areas are not included in any of the analysis of constrained areas as they are not
legally constrained from harvesting and could potentially be harvested if there were advances in
harvesting technology and methods. However, these areas do contribute to the overall portion
of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and the Management Unit that generally will not be
harvested (i.e., constrained areas).
Old Forest
As noted above, old forest serves as a course filter representation of key landscape level
biodiversity values for forest type and age class distribution (i.e., old forest is the primary
concern for maintenance of biodiversity).
Currently, 48% of Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii is located in established protected areas.
This represents a significant portion of the land base and is the highest level of protection
established for any region of BC.
As discussed above under “Context of the DFA” and “Land Use Order Constraints” recent
analysis demonstrates that a significant portion of the total amount of mature and old growth in
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii is located in protected areas (mature 60.4% [228,552ha] and
old 52.1% [217,643ha]). Distribution within the protected areas is 43.9% mature and 41.8% old
growth (and 1.4% mid, 12.9% early seral).
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Analysis shows that 68.4% of the existing mature seral and 71.9% of the existing old growth
across Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, is protected and constrained (refer to Table 25). Data
demonstrating the proportion of the Management Unit located within Land Use Order spatially
constrained areas (that can be analyzed with current data through GIS) is provided within Table
22 and Table 26. The Management Unit contains 3.6% [13,453ha] of the available mature
forest and 7.2% [30,047ha] of the available old forest. When comparing the same hectares as a
representation within the Management Unit, 26% of the mature forest within the MU is LUOO
constrained and 49.2% of the old forest within the MU is LUOO constrained. Combining mature
plus old, within protected and LUOO constrained areas shows that 54.2% [558,991ha] of the
total mature and old forest is protected and LUOO constrained. Within the Management Unit,
23% [43,500ha] of mature and old forest within the MU is protected and LUOO constrained.
Risk to old forest is based on RONV and historical extent of old forest. Thus the LUOO has
requirements for site series representation of old forest.
In addition to the existing protected areas which protect more than 71.9% of the existing old
growth on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii, the Land Use Order Planning process included a
background study (Holt, R., Price, K, Kremsater, L. 2007. How Much is Really Enough?
Informing Old Growth Targets with Threshold Science) on target levels of old forest retention
appropriate to represent a low risk threshold. The study recommended application of targets for
rare ecosystems (70%) and for common ecosystems (30%) of natural levels of old forest to
represent low risk.
The Land Use Order has established old forest retention requirements (Ecological
Representation Targets Schedule 10). The representation targets are broken down by BEC
variant and site series by Landscape Unit, according to the total area of the BEC unit (i.e.,
assuming the total area of each BEC unit was formerly fully comprised of old forest), as follows:
•

Rare Class (70%)

•

Common Class (30%)

•

Red & Blue Listed Ecological Communities (protect each occurrence greater than 0.25ha
in size, minor reductions permitted for road access and safety considerations)
The LUOO targets are therefore consistent with the recommendations made by Holt, Price and
Kremsater (above). If these targets are met, then we can conclude that there is low risk to old
forest representation relative to RONV. Taan has included ecosystem representation within the
annual Monitoring Plan and ensures targets are met on an annual basis. The monitoring
includes a spatial and non-spatial component, involving spatial analysis of old and mature forest
by BEC Unit and variant and Landscape Unit, plus review of each planning/ harvested cutblock
in relation to the spatial analysis (i.e., comparison of planned activity in relation to the current
state).
The Land Use Order also established landscape level forest reserves (cedar stewardship areas,
forest reserves) which are established spatially and included within the LUOO constrained areas
analysis in order to protect ecosystem representation and ts’aw.was marbled murrelet habitat.
Several objectives also exist that require various levels of stand level retention for values such
as cultural, riparian, wildlife, etc., see description below under Wildlife Trees and Coarse Woody
Debris.
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Old Forest is therefore determined to not be at significant risk from forest management activities
as a result of the significant representation of old forest within protected areas, spatially
constrained under the Land Use Order and analysed above, as well as constrained under the
Land Use Order that is being tracked and mapped at the stand level (within the GIS) . The Land
Use Order objectives for ecosystem-based management ensure that forest management
activities will not compromise old forest ecosystem integrity in the broader context and will
ensure that sufficient old forest is maintained in the Management unit in both the short term (510 years) as well as the long-term (100+ years).
Wildlife Trees and Coarse Woody Debris
The Land Use Order includes several objectives requiring stand level retention, some specific to
wildlife and others specific to alternate objectives such as cultural, riparian, biodiversity and
wildlife. In addition, the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) contains requirements for
stand level wildlife tree retention. In most cases, the Land Use Order requirements meet or
exceed the minimums for stand level retention established under FRPA (i.e., some second
growth stands are showing to have few LUOO features requiring stand level retention over and
above FRPA).
Contributions to coarse woody debris include stand level retention areas (provide for recruitment
of coarse woody debris) as well as post-harvest waste and residue levels. FRPA includes
minimum coarse woody debris targets.
Maintaining coarse woody debris after harvesting is a critical element of managing for
biodiversity. However, it is recognized that this requirement conflicts with existing utilization
standards for waste and residue levels. Until the conflict is resolved, utilization standards take
precedence over requirements for coarse woody debris (FPC Biodiversity Guidebook 1995).
Results or strategies are included in the Forest Stewardship Plan related to wildlife tree
retention and coarse woody debris.
The FSC Monitoring Report also contains indicators for continued monitoring of stand level
retention ((e.g., large diameter live and dead stems per hectare) and large diameter CWD
(Stand Level Biodiversity Indicator). The Stand Level Biodiversity Indicator also includes a
target for residual patch sizes (retention areas). Continued monitoring of Stand Level
Biodiversity ensures values are maintained presently as well as into the future. The targets are
based on comparisons of harvested areas vs retention patches at the stand level.
In addition, post-harvest evaluations of waste and residue levels are completed consistent with
legal requirements (on block by block basis or aggregate) to ensure that utilization standards
are met (also monitored and included within the FSC Monitoring Report).
It is determined that current legal requirements related to wildlife tree retention and coarse
woody debris are sufficient to ensure forest management activities do not pose a significant risk
to the maintenance of these values both in the short term and over the long term. However,
Taan will continue to monitor wildlife trees, CWD and patch sizes/ distribution in relation to
established targets and implement adaptive management actions where required to address
any concerns with maintaining values that are identified (Monitoring Report).
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Plant Species & Communities
In general, plant species and communities are typically addressed through the coarse filter
indicators of old forest and ecosystem representation. However, Haida Gwaii maintains some
unique/ rare plants and plant communities. In addition, plants and plant communities have
experienced significant impacts as a result of the ungulate browse on understory vegetation
(introduced species) and harvesting activities. This has significant impacts to First Nation
traditional use (R. Holt. 2005. Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida Gwaii/ Queen
Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan).
There are numerous rare, threatened and endangered plant species on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay
Haida Gwaii, in addition to several plant species that are considered locally rare (refer to the
High Conservation Value Assessment (Zimmfor, 2020) and the FSC Monitoring Report for
further details).
Under the Land Use Order, plant species and communities are largely addressed through the
coarse filter old forest/ ecological representation requirements, forest reserves and red/ blue
listed ecological community targets (as well as current protected areas). In addition, the Land
Use Order contains objectives for stand level retention of culturally important features (including
numerous key plant species), wildlife, riparian and biodiversity elements that will also ensure
representative samples of plant communities are reserved from harvesting across the
landscape.
It is determined that current legal requirements related to plant communities (ecological
representation and red and blue listed communities) are sufficient to ensure forest management
activities do not pose a significant risk to the maintenance of these values both in the short term
as well as over the long term.
It is important to note that plant communities continue to be threatened by ungulate browse on
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii due to significant populations of ungulates. However, forest
management activities have very little impact to ungulate browse (i.e., ungulate browse is not
limited to harvested areas, but occurs throughout all seral stages on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida
Gwaii).
In terms of regeneration of harvested areas, forest management activities employ browse
protection measures, as required, to ensure successful regeneration (particular focus is given to
regeneration of cedar and cypress, discussed below). Further information can be obtained in
the Forest Stewardship Plan.
Watershed Condition
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ examines watershed condition in detail, including, but
not limited to, extent of harvesting plus secondary considerations of road density, number of
crossings, sediment sources and unstable terrain. The assessment resulted in 46 watersheds
rated as high risk (criteria used was disturbance levels over 30%). Some of the identified
watersheds are located within protected areas. In addition, the analysis was completed at a
sub-basin level and does not directly correspond to the Landscape Units designated under the
Land Use Order.
A review was completed of the Land Use Order Landscape Units (Schedule 1), the Sensitive
Watersheds (Schedule 7) and the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ Watershed Risk (Map 17),
and with the exception of the Ian Lake area (TFL 60), it appears that the high risk areas have
been included in the designated Sensitive Watersheds under the LUOO. The Ian Landscape
Unit includes portions of the watershed units assessed under the ‘Environmental Conditions
Report’ as low risk, resulting in an overall low risk under the LUOO.
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The Land Use Order establishes 76 Sensitive Watersheds (Schedule 7) and sets objectives to
limit harvesting activities within these watersheds. No harvesting may occur in watersheds with
Equivalent Clearcut Area (ECA) calculations equal to or greater than 20%. If the calculations
demonstrate ECA is equal or less than 20%, harvesting may occur but is limited to set
percentages over time dependant on the general size of the watershed (i.e., for watersheds
equal to, or greater than, 500 hectares, up to 5% of the watershed may be harvested in a 5-year
period; for watersheds less than 500 hectares, up to 10% of the watershed area may be
harvested in a 10-year period).
In addition to the Sensitive Watershed requirements, there are also several objectives under the
Land Use Order that add additional constraints to harvesting and support reduction of risks to
watersheds. These include existing protected areas, old forest and ecological representation,
forest reserves, red and blue listed ecological communities, cultural objectives, riparian
objectives (including upland streams and requirements for hydrologically recovered conditions),
wildlife and biodiversity.
Under the FSP requirements, Taan continues to monitor the current status of Sensitive
Watersheds in relation to Equivalent Clearcut Area (ECA). Taan monitors ECA limits regularly
during preparation of Site Plans prior to harvesting/ building roads. In addition, the FSC
Monitoring Report also reports on the ECA conditions to demonstrate current status in relation
to the LUOO targets.
In addition to harvest levels, key sources of impacts to watershed condition include sediment
control and inputs to streams related to road construction and landslides. The Forest and
Range Practices Act contains practice requirements related to road construction and
maintenance, sediment control, terrain stability, etc. The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’
assessed indicators related to road length and sediment and noted that several improvements
have been made to forest practices over the last several years, including rehabilitation/
deactivation projects for older road systems that were not constructed to current standards.
Landscape level sediment source indicators suggested a strong potential for road and landslide
related sediment input to streams, and field review findings confirm this assumption. However,
there have also been improvements in watershed condition resulting from road deactivation,
slope stabilisation, and improved road construction and water management practices since FPC
implementation in 1995 (R. Holt. 2005. Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida Gwaii/
Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan).
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives for Sensitive Watersheds (i.e., harvesting will be restricted in watersheds with a
current ECA >20%), including provisions for analysis and tracking/ monitoring over time. In
addition, the LUOO and FSP also contain thresholds for watershed disturbance of upland
stream areas (maximum 30% ECA), which help contribute to watershed condition and health.
Both the Sensitive Watershed and Upland Stream objectives and thresholds contribute to
ensuring that cumulative impacts of other tenure holders and activities are monitored and
maintained below the established thresholds.
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to Watershed Condition as a result of forest
management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of
the Land Use Order and ensures values are maintained over time, for both the short term and
the long term.
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Cedar
Western red cedar and yellow cedar are integral to the Haida Nation. Availability of old growth
cedar and regeneration (ungulate browse) are the primary concerns (R. Holt. 2005.
Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan).
The Land Use Order ensures landscape level cedar retention through the establishment of
cedar stewardship areas (minimal forest management activity permitted). In addition, the Order
specifies legal requirements relating to stand level retention focused on Traditional Heritage
Features, Traditional Forest Features, ts’uu western red cedar and SGaahlaan yellow cedar
retention, CMTs, monumental cedar, and yew trees (all defined in the Order). Regeneration of
western red cedar and yellow cedar relative to the pre-harvest composition is also required.
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives as well as the applicable regeneration standards (which include provisions for browse
protection (as required) to ensure regeneration objectives are achieved).
Recent Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations (MFLRNO) forest health
surveys indicate that yellow cedar decline is on the rise on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii.
Initial research is indicating it may be related to climate change and frost damage to the root
systems caused by lower snow pack levels (Climate Change Killing Yellow Cedar Trees In
Alaska. US Forest Service. Huffington Post. 2012). Taan has been providing support for further
research over the past few years and has included the commitment within the FSP.
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to conservation of cedar as a result of forest
management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of
the Land Use Order and FRPA thus ensuring that cedar is maintained across the land-base
both in the short term as well as the long term. As noted above, Taan will continue to support
the research related to yellow cedar decline and the potential impacts of climate change in order
to ensure that appropriate adaptive management can be implemented as research may indicate
to help ensure the long term perseverance of yellow cedar.
Marbled Murrelet (MAMU)
Nest sites and eggs are protected under the Migratory Birds Convention Act and the BC Wildlife
Act.
The Land Use Order establishes forest reserves (Schedule 8) with the intention of managing for
landscape level objectives for ecological representation and ts’aw.was marbled murrelet in
addition to setting specific objectives for ts’aw.was marbled murrelet nesting habitat in
accordance with targets set in Schedule 11 (or consistent with Class 1 and 2 habitat as
determined by a qualified professional).
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives. A provincial Implementation Plan was published in 2018, and the requirements are
met through the Land Use Order. A Federal Recovery Strategy was also finalised in 2014.
Taan has completed analysis of Land Use Order implementation versus the targets established
in the Recovery Plan and has determined that the LUOO addresses the targets (refer to the
FSC Monitoring Plan for details).
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to MAMU as a result of forest management activities has
been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of the Land Use Order and will
ensure that sufficient habitat is available in both the short term and the long term to sustain this
species.
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Northern Goshawk (NoGo)
Active nests are protected under the BC Wildlife Act.
In addition to the old forest and ecological representation and various stand level objectives
(described above), the Land Use Order establishes 14 stads k’un northern goshawk reserve
areas (up from 11). Stand level retention requirements are also included to address nesting
areas (200ha reserve zone, plus timing restrictions of operations during breeding season). All
known nest areas on HG are given reserves for protection.
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives. A provincial NoGo Implementation Plan was published in Feb. 2018 and a Federal
Recovery Strategy was published in Dec. 2018. Each plan takes a slightly different approach to
proposed management, particularly as it relates to the management of foraging habitat and the
appropriate targets. The Province of BC (and Biologists) are currently reviewing the federal
recovery strategy specifically in relation to Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii.
The FSC Monitoring Report includes monitoring of the status of the species at risk recovery
plans as well as some detailed analysis of the proposed requirements and the status of the
Management Unit. As a result, Taan will continue to monitor the progress and status of
implementation, including any required adjustments to management strategies.
The Haida Nation recently announced the stads k’un northern goshawk as the national bird of
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii. During a Haida Nation’s annual House of Assembly, the
House unanimously endorsed a resolution to develop an Islands-based recovery strategy that
includes monitoring inventories of potential habitat, habitat recruitment and restoration,
introduced species mitigation, and proper foraging habitat management.
The Taan Strategic Advisory Group comprised of Taan, CHN President and Vice President,,
Skidegate Band Council Chief Councillor and Old Massett Village Council Chief Councillor is
discussing the CHN development of the NoGo Strategy In the absence of a Xaayda
Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii strategy, Taan will continue to work with the Xaayda Haida to monitor
foraging habitat around existing known nests and explore the potential for proposed operations
in the areas that show sufficient forage areas (>65%).
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to stads k’un northern goshawk as a result of forest
management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of
the Land Use Order, and will ensure critical habitat is maintained in both the short and long
term.
Seabird Colonies
Forest Management activities generally have minimal impacts to seabird colonies with the
exception of foreshore development areas and potential for impacts through accidental releases
of hazardous substances within these foreshore areas, such as dryland sort areas, docks,
industrial camps or barges (impacts typically result from non-forestry related activities such as
tourism and lodges, offshore oil production and the introduction of predatory species).
Many of the existing nesting locations are included within existing protected areas (R. Holt.
2005. Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use
Plan).
Nest sites and colonies are protected under existing legislation under the BC Wildlife Act and
the Migratory Birds Convention Act. IBA Canada ‘Important Bird Areas’ are also relevant (refer
to the HCV Assessment for further details). The IBAs that are located near the Taan
Management Unit are also addressed within the FSP and during site level planning.
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Therefore, it is determined that the risk to seabird colonies as a result of forest management
activities is not significant due to limited impacts of forest management activities and existing
legal requirements relating to the protection of nest and colony habitats, thus ensuring the
habitat is maintained over both the short term and the long term. Impacts from other industries
and predatory species lies outside of Taan’s control or sphere of influence.
Haida Gwaii Black Bear
Key habitat requirements for black bear are western red cedar and yellow cedar for dens,
salmon streams and other riparian areas such as estuaries, wetlands, beaches, intertidal,
grasslands and berry patches (R. Holt. 2005. Environmental Conditions Report for the Haida
Gwaii/ Queen Charlotte Islands Land Use Plan).
The Land Use Order specifies objectives for several landscape level and stand level retention
requirements that all support habitat for the taan black bear (e.g., old forest and ecological
representation, red and blue listed ecological communities, forest reserves, riparian, sensitive
watersheds, cultural, biodiversity and wildlife. In addition, a specific objective related to taan
black bear dens exists requiring protection of den locations plus a 20m reserve zone and
average 1.0 tree length management zone. There are also additional stand level retention
considerations regarding recruitment of den habitat.
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives. Timing restrictions for operations near active bear dens were also recently added
into the Taan Planning SOP (at the request of the Xaayda Haida).
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to taan black bear as a result of forest management
activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of the Land Use
Order and therefore should be maintained across the land-base both in the short term as well as
the long term. Cedar Stewardship Areas and cultural objectives for monumental cedar retention
also contribute to ensuring potential den habitat.
Fish
Rehabilitation work to address past harvesting practices has been occurring under various
programs (Forest Renewal BC, Forest Investment Account) over the last twenty years on
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii.
The High Conservation Value Assessment (Zimmfor 2020) discuss key riparian functions and
habitats, as well as high value fish habitat considerations (HCVs).
The Land Use Order identifies specific objectives related to Type 1 and Type 2 streams and
Upland Streams. The Order establishes reserve and management zone retention requirements
for each class of stream. In addition, the Land Use Order contains other riparian objectives for
active fluvial units, sensitive watersheds and forested swamps.
The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Results and Strategies to address the Land Use Order
objectives as well as Forest Planning and Practices Regulation requirements related to non-fish
riparian areas, including wetlands.
Therefore, it is determined that the risk to riparian areas, including wetlands and fish habitat as
a result of forest management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the
requirements of the Land Use Order. These values are therefore anticipated to be maintained
across the management unit, both in the short term and well as the long term.
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Non-Native Species
Several non-native/ introduced species are known to occur on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii
(e.g., k’aad sitka black tailed deer, Rocky Mountain elk, ts’ing beaver, kaagan rats, gwiiguu
raccoon, gyuu jing rabbits, introduced plant species). A great deal of work has already occurred
on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii in relation to introduced species management (refer to the
‘Environmental Conditions Report’ for more detail).
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ notes that forestry related management should consider:
•

Invasive plants along roadsides (most are shade intolerant and don’t persist in closed
canopy) – Japanese knotweed, Scotch broom, Gorse, Canada Thistle, Marsh Thistle.
Shade tolerant wall lettuce and English ivy

•

K’aad deer browse on understory vegetation and cedar (impacts medicinal plants and
food plants)

•

Ts’ing beavers and changes to natural drainage patterns (dams)

The Forest Stewardship Plan contains Measures to address Invasive Plants and ungulate
browse on regeneration areas (where required to achieve regeneration objectives and legal
requirements). The Taan Monitoring Report includes annual review of changes to the areas
occupied by invasive plants, including eradication and new sightings. Taan also regularly
monitors regeneration areas to ensure that deer browse protection is effective, including
maintenance of the brose protectors when needed.
Therefore, it is determined that the risk related to non-native species as a result of forest
management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the requirements of
the Forest and Range Practices Act and the FSP. Taan will continue to monitor invasive plants
and reforestation activities on the MU (refer to the Annual Monitoring Report). Results of
monitoring are reviewed annually by Taan management and appropriate actions generated to
ensure conformance and continual improvement.
The FSC Management Plan includes management strategies related to beaver impacts and
potential changes to natural drainage patterns as a result of ts’ing beaver activity.
Additional Species of Management Concern
The ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ discusses several additional species of management
concern for Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii: st’aw.was northern saw-Whet Owl, HlGuu great
blue heron, Stellars Jay, Hairy Woodpecker, Sandhill Crane, Peregrine Falcon, Bald Eagle,
Ermine, Keen’s Myotis, etc.
In general, the ‘Environmental Conditions Report’ documents that detailed data is not available
to provide base case and risk analysis. However, in general, these key species are thought to
be declining from historic numbers (except for bald eagle, which has been increasing since the
1960s). Therefore, these species are generally managed through coarse filter old forests and
riparian forests and general management of wildlife tree retention, coarse woody debris, in
addition to protection of breeding and nesting sites through legislation where applicable
(Species at Risk Act, BC Wildlife Act).
The Land Use Order also contains objectives for st’aw.was northern saw-whet owl and HlGuu
great blue heron, including minimum reserve zones and management zones for identified nests.
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As part of the FSC Monitoring Report, Taan has also implemented (developed by Laurie
Kremsater M.Sc., RPF, RPBio) a Species Accounting System to group species into relevant
habitat and other needs in order to further assess management strategies designed to meet the
species group needs.
These measures are monitored through the Monitoring Plan and are reported annually and
assessed for effectiveness.In addition, the ecosystem representation targets by Landscape Unit
and site series also provides for a wide range of wildlife habitat to be retained in old seral stage
forest. Therefore, it is determined that the risk to the additional species of management concern
as a result of forest management activities has been reduced to a non-significant level under the
requirements of the Land Use Order and other legal requirements, thus ensuring that values are
maintained across the land base in both the short term and the long term.
Site Specific Features
Site specific features may include, but are not limited to: wildlife habitat features such as dens,
nests (other than those specifically discussed above), mineral licks, habitat or existence of
species at risk, sensitive soils, steep slopes, important aquatic sites like vernal pools, forested
swamps, small wetlands, etc.
Site specific features are identified during site level planning activities (i.e., engineering, layout,
stand level assessments and site plans) and addressed within the site-specific plans, where
relevant. The Taan Planning SOP contains procedures addressing site specific features and
values, including provisions for mapping of these features on Operational Plans/ Site Plans, as
appropriate. This ensures that where encountered, these site-specific features are managed
and/ or protected as appropriate to ensure the values are maintained in both the short term and
the long term.

Relation to Other Assessments
A High Conservation Value (HCV) Assessment has been completed (Zimmfor 2020) for the
Management Unit. The assessment describes the portions of the Management Unit that are
assessed as HCV, the associated current management strategies applied through existing
legislation, the Forest Stewardship Plan and the FSC Management Plan, as well as the
associated risks to the HCV based on current management regimes.
The HCV Assessment provides considerations for inclusion in the FSC Management Plan for
additional management strategies where current management regimes do not result in low risk
to specified values, in addition to proposed monitoring elements to be considered in the
Management Plan monitoring program.

Conclusion
The Environmental Values Assessment demonstrates that recent collaborative initiatives by the
Haida, provincial government, environmental groups, and stakeholders to establish an
unprecedented, significant level of protected areas on Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii and
implement the ecosystem based Land Use Order which further adds to the level of protection on
Xaayda Gwaay.yaay Haida Gwaii for old forests, ecosystem representation, etc. ensure that
forest management activities under the new regime do not pose significant risk to biodiversity
and other environmental values, and reduces risk to levels much closer to the Range of Natural
Variation (RONV) than they have ever been in the past under the Forest and Range Practices
Act legislation, thus ensuring that economic, environmental and social values are maintained
within the Management Unit in both the short term and the long term.
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Monitoring & Adaptive Management
Further analysis will be required under the FSC Monitoring program (FSC Management Plan
and annual Monitoring Report) as part of the adaptive management process to evaluate
implementation of the Land Use Order over time and to build on spatial information of the
remaining objectives under the Land Use Order to monitor the risks to the values and indicators
and ensure that the risk remains low over time.
Results of monitoring are reviewed annually by Taan management, including development of
any new strategies, corrective actions and adaptive management strategies where needed.
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Appendix A: Maps
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Figure 6: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Eco-Sections HG
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Figure 7: Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) Zones
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Figure 8: Haida Gwaii Protected Areas
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Figure 9: Haida Gwaii Land Use Order - Constrained Areas
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Figure 10: Conservation Areas Network
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Figure 11: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Forest Roads HG
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Figure 12: Riparian Features - HG
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Figure 13: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Forest Age HG
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Figure 14: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Stand Height HG
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Figure 15: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Forest Volume HG
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Figure 16: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Non-Forested Areas HG
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Figure 17: TSR 2019 Data Package Appendix Maps – Leading Tree Species HG
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Figure 18: Forest Cover - MU
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Figure 19: Seral Stage Map
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Figure 20: Large Patches of Mature and Old Forest, >2,000ha
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Figure 21: Haida Gwaii Class IV and V Terrain Class
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Figure 22: TSR 2019 Old Age Class Distribution vs New/ updated
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